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The Other Guys debut 

MIA’S KITCHEN 
wine reductions and cooking sauces from  

Mia Sebastiani 
 

Sonoma, Calif. (March 22, 2010)—The Other Guys, a Sonoma-based company 
specializing in producing top-quality wines from premium vineyards is proud to unveil its 
new division -- Mia’s Kitchen. A delicious line of wine reduction and cooking sauces 
that is now available in specialty grocery and gourmet cooking stores throughout the 
Bay Area. 
 
Headed by Mia Sebastiani, a fourth-generation member of the Sebastiani wine-making 
family, Mia’s Kitchen products include Chardonnay and Cabernet Sauvignon Wine 
Reduction Sauces as well as a Balsamic Reduction Sauce that can be used to enhance 
the flavor of your favorite recipes. These products also pair very well with a variety of 
wines. The product line continues to grow in 2010, with the addition of an Extra Virgin 
Olive Oil. 
 
Using a version of her family’s Sonoma wines, Sebastiani and her mother, Nancy, came 
up with the recipe for the reduction sauces in their own kitchen, using a variety of dishes 
they regularly serve at family dinners. The sauces are fat and sodium free and are only 
a few calories per serving.   
 
“The idea for Mia’s Kitchen was inspired by the love for cooking in my family. I’m not 
only proud to unveil the products in the Bay Area, but to also build upon of my family’s 
history with wine.” said Mia Sebastiani.  
 
Mia’s Kitchen products are now available at specialty grocery stores and gourmet 
cooking stores in the Bay Area including: Draeger’s Markets, Lunardi’s Markets, Mollie 
Stone’s and soon to be available select Whole Foods Markets. 
 
The official Mia’s Kitchen Web site, miaskitchen.com is planning to launch in early April.  
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To arrange an interview with Mia or for digital images, please contact Rachel Christie: 

(415) 296-0677 / rachelc@charleszukow.com 

 


